
ANGUILLA, BRITISH WEST INDIES: Google’s definition of
Caribbean blue is a mix of colors turquoise and coral. “Locals have
become quite adept at telling the time of day by the color of the
sea,” explained Don Johnson, director of golf operations at
CuisinArt Resorts. “The hues subtly change from dawn to dusk.”

CuisinArt Resorts is two sister hotels (The Reef by CuisinArt
and CuisinArt Golf Resort and Spa) next to one of the finest beach-
es in the world. “Anguilla attracts the well-heeled from around the
globe seeking solace and relaxation,” continued Johnson. “Pictures of
our beach really don’t do it justice. All your senses come alive as you
curl your toes in our powder sugar, warm sand.”

Complementing CuisinArt’s beach is a Greg Norman Signature
course with unobstructed views of the island of St. Maarten.

“Our golf experience matches our beach experience. Greg and his team created
something special,” detailed Johnson. “His vision was to craft a design void of blind shots
and straight forward risk/reward options. None of our greens have false fronts and sand
is flashed to the top of bunker faces to clearly delineate trouble.”

On holes No. 2 and No. 10, simply being on the green tells only half the story. 
“We have a gigantic 12,000 square-foot double green. Depending on the pin posi-

tion and results from your approach shot, you might have a fair amount of real estate
left to cover,” teased Johnson.

In order to ease your trip to Anguilla, CuisinArt Resorts has a special golf offer that’s
hard to pass up. “No matter which of our properties you are staying at, this year we are
offering resort guests a $100 guest fee that includes rental clubs and golf shoes,” report-
ed Johnson. “It’s one of the most compelling golf opportunities anywhere.

“Instead of describing our Caribbean blue waters, maybe I should be lauding
Caribbean green!” ■

For more information on The Reef by CuisinArt, please visit TheReefbyCuisinArt.com.
For more information on CuisinArt Golf Resort & Spa, visit CuisinArtResort.com.

CUISINART RESORTS
“I took prevailing trade winds into account. Hitting into a headwind or crosswind is one of the

most difficult shots in golf. My tip: Start with a solid foundation and take a light grip to
help you make a rhythmic, free-flowing swing into the wind.” – GREG NORMAN
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Leandro Rizzuto, founder of
CuisinArt Resorts, is a name 
you may not be familiar with, 

but odds are you have several of
his products in your home.

Conair is a global powerhouse. 
Its portfolio of brands includes

Cuisinart kitchen appliances and
Conair hair dryers. With 

distribution in 104 countries and
over $2 billion in annual sales,

the Rizzuto family history is a 
true American success story.


